
Low Profile (3-1/2” deep) cabinet consideration:

When turn clip is located directly over ballast location, ballast must
be dislocated from its mounting surface and temporarily repositioned
enough to access turn clip retaining nut.

CAUTION: If damaged turn clip is located over sign ballast and
ballast must be temporarily dislocated, DO NOT CUT WIRES, REMOVE
WIRES OR DAMAGE WIRE CONNECTIONS.

Once new turn clip has been installed properly, reattach ballast into
its original location.

IMPORTANT: Proper grounding is essential. Use all previous
fasteners in reverse order that they were removed.
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IMPORTANT: When servicing, always disconnect electrical power
at the source (i.e. breaker panel).

1. Open door, remove header, message strip cartridges and lamps.

2. The electrical raceway cover(s) along the side adjacent to
damaged turn clip(s) must be temporarily removed. Use a 1/4" hex
nut driver and dislocate  the #6 teks screws that secure the cover(s)
in place. Note position of raceway cover(s) for re-assembly.

CAUTION: When removing electrical raceway covers, avoid damage
to internal electrical components.

3. Remove and discard damaged turn clip(s) from inside of cabinet's
raceway.

4. Insert new turn clip into previous hole. From inside the cabinet,
use a 5/16” wrench and secure retaining nut to turn clip.  DO NOT
OVER TIGHTEN as this may damage the threads and/or break the turn
clip. Again, avoid damaging internal electrical components.

5. Replace electrical raceway cover(s) using #6 screws removed in
Step 2. Be careful not to damage or pinch wiring.

6. Replace lamps, header and message strip cartridges.

IMPORTANT: Be absolutely sure that all turn clips are positioned
inward before door is closed.

8. Close door and reconnect electrical power.

Parts List:
Molded Plastic Turn Clips .........................................................................................................................
#6-32 Hex Nuts .........................................................................................................................................

Tools Required:
1/4” Hex nut driver
5/16” Wrench
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